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Daley Denies Police Rioted at Convention
Democratic National Convention.
Conlisk, in his first public reaction to the so-called Walker
Report, said in a news conference
that he "rejects Mr. Walker's
conclusions the police were the
rioters of convention week. To
speak of a 'police riot' is to disFOR RENT
tort the history of those days in
TWO GffiLS or TWO BOYS to shnrc my
August," he said.
home in. N.W. $50 month or $25 each.
Daley shifted his position from
After 6 p.m. at 344-9965.
that
of Sunday, when he called
FOR SALE
the
report
of the government tas~
GE HSwingcr'' portable tnpe recorders, ACforce "excellent" with "some reslJO Battery, Used, minor repairs needed.
$25, ach. Call 277-2601 or sec in Room
ervations."
l\34, 1\!csa Vista Hall.
ffi
ffi ffi
In a news conference Tuesday,
ZENITH PORTABLE STEREO, Like new.
Daley denied police rioting.
Two speaker units each containing 8 in.
& 4 in. speaker. Best offer. Call 268·8371
or 247-8'105.
"No Rioting"
G3 Voll<Swng~n Sedan, Sunroof, radio. $750.
"There wasn't any police riotrnsh. Cont.nct: Vermont, Box 477, Pia..
ing during the convention," he
eltus, New Mex. H7043.
said.
STimEO COMPONENT SYSTEM, includes
~mplifi('r, tuner. turntnhlc & apenkersj
"I take exception to the entire
S2UU. AL•o for· sale, clcetric J>ortable
summary.
The report itself is
typewriter (Smith Corona 110) $130. Call
277-4461.
complete. The only thing lacking
coiivAiR OWNER_S_ :__ Spoke ~\;;,(,j. hub: is substantiation of the charges
raps (four) for t-::r• r-.·lwel:i. Unlf price,
made in the summary," he said.
like new. Call 242~1i7:.!5 aftEr G ll.m.

CHICAGO (UPI)-Mayor Richard J. Daley and Police Supt.
James B. Conlis~ Jr. Tuesday
denied police rioted while combatting demonstrators during the

Want Ads

WORLri'S~llmstdfffiCU-lt ji!~sa;v ptiz?.f~ triP
glru;::ms. -atru;whC>ITY r-a.nd1es. flower Pen..
cils .. hip Chri:ltnms r.ard~. The llo 'rrce.
2218 Central SB-:;2:.:42:.-=20:.:1.:~:·..,....---:----1~66 BSA, 441 cc dncrlc ~audition like new.
Top cash offer tnk"" it. Call Tom Tapia
268-0691.
HELP WANTl.;D
BABYSITTER WANTED~h~y-.th~e-w-ee""k.
Must have own transportation. Intercst(.ld
persons please contact Mrs. Angel at
2323 Kathryn SE Apt. 426, Bldg. 28.

SERVlCES
TYPING - TERM PAPERS, theses, ete.
268-8908. 605-A Kentucky SE.
MlMEOGRAPHING-all kinds - reports·
programs • letters • CHRISTMAS LETTERS - notlccs or meetings • lessons.
Prompt-cfllcient-reasonnblc. Call 2567373.
TYPING done in my- home. Spcefnl experience with sc!entlflc papers, Close to
UNM, 265-4990.
PERSONALS
CHRISSIE G. a UNM English mdor is In
Iove-llnd will soon be engaged to n boy
nnm-ed Michael.

SAVINGS before student rates increase
give gift sl!bsccipt!ons to NEWSWEEK
& PLAYBOY. Other magazines avalllable
(including Esquire, Time & Atlas) at
student rates. Americ:>n Iln.nk ot Commerce in SUB !or details.
CHRISTMAS BRAND NAME Men's toilet..
ries (Old Spice, Jade, etc.) wholesale
prices. Make your quick money on a ]~gal
chain Jetter. Find ol!t at 213 Cornell SE.
STUDENTS help y-our fellow studcn\11 ignore the magazine ad In the student
directory.. M.nsrazlnt'S nt student mtes
available at S. U.B. branch of American
Bllnk of Commerce. Take note that some
rates are going up - PLAYBOY &
NEWSWEEK w,11 be 25 per cent higher
after J'an. 1.

xxxx:xx
IF YOU are waiting for tomorrow, it's too
late 1 Thunderbird deadline todny••••
SUBMIT I Rm. 153, Journalism Bldg,

The mayor denied, as charged
in the report, that his controversial order of "shoot to kill arsonists and maim looter~>" after the
April west side :riots influenced
police actions during the convention.
"That order had nothing to do
with it," he said. "We have had
a lot of parades and demonstrations since then with no trouble."
He also denied reports that he
had been at odds with the Justice
Department on the que5tion of
how to handle the threatened
demonstrations.
Misconduct Not Condoned
Conlisk said he had read the
entire 345-page "Rights in Conflict" report and that his disagreement with Daniel Walker,
head of the study team, "should
not be interpreted as condoning
any misconduct by any police
officer."
"In instances where there has

~ampus Briefs
The eighth annual "Duke-City
Debate Tournament,'' sponsored
by the UNM Speech Department,
will begin Thursday, Dec. 5, in
the Kiva at 7:30 p.m.
Twenty-five universitie~>, Arizona, California, Colorado, Kansas, Nevada, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, and Texas included, will
attend the tournament.
The events featured in the tournament are: original oratory, extemperaneous speaking, oral interpretation, and traditional debate. The topic for debate will be
"Resolve: Executive control of
U.S. foreign policy should be
significantly curtailed!'
The University of Southern
California will debate Fermin
College of South Carolina, Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the Kiva.
Each team wiii participate in six
debates, and will be rated on a
point system by judges.
There are two divisions of competition, a junior division for
freshmen and sophomores, and a
senior division for the more experienced participants.
Trophies will be awarded to the
winners in each event.

On Friday, Dec. 6, the UNM
cheerleaders will sponsor a dance
at the Newman Center from 8 to
12 p.m. The music wiii be provided by the "Bounty Hunters."
Admission wiii be 75 cents stag,
and $1 with a date.

been sufficient evidence of improper conduct there has been
discipliuary action" he said. Nine
officers have been 'suspended, and
a lOth officer who was recommended for suspension by the Inte:rnal Inspections Division has
resigned.''
Conlis~ said fo1;1r other policemen have been recommended for
discharge and investigations of
other complaints are still in
progress.
"If Mr. Walker, after his investigation, has any additional
vidence against specific police officers, he has the responsibility to
produce it," Conlisk said.
Jury Results Expected
U.S. Atty. Thomas A. Foran
said Tuesday he expects the first
results of a federal grand jury
investigation into the convention
wek rioting within the next two
months and possibly this month.
Foran planned to confer with
Justice Depal'tment officials in
Washington Wednesday on the
possible results of the investigation. He said the grand jury
might return initial indictments

./

or might make an mterim repo_rt
to U.S. District Court Judge Wllliam J. Campbell, who ordered the
investigation.
Foran would not comment on
the Walker report. But he said it
would be impossible for him to
use material in the task force report for p:rosecution _because none
of the testimony was sworn and
relatively few names were used.
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Suspended Trio
Goes to Class
Pending Appeal

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

Manuel Wright, Larry Russell,
and Allen Cooper have been readmitted to the university pending a
final decision by UNM President
Ferrel Heady on their recent suspensions by the Student Standards Board.
The three filed a joint appeal
with President Heady and requested that the suspensions he
stayed until he arrived at a final
decision.
Heady has asked that the students submit written statements
to him stating their cases. Heady
will use the statements, along
with other evidence pertaining to
the suspensions, when he reviews
the suspensions.
Wright, Russell, and Cooper
were suspended for a fuii academic year two weeks ago by the
Student Standards Board. The
three were charged with "disrupting the university's educational
process.''

"Ye are thE;J leaves of one tree,
and the waves of one sea''

***

Michael McClu:re, will read
from his works Friday at 8 p.m.
in the UNM Anthropology Lecture Han.
The nationally-acclaimed San
Francisco writer gained prominence when his play, "The Beard,"
had numerous performances raided and the cast arrested for alleged obscenity.
His poetic aim, he says, is liberation for himself and, hopefully, the reader.
Admission to the reading is
free and open to the public.

Suspended After Demonstration
The three were suspended after
their participation in a demonstration against the Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps (NROTC). They were suspended by
the university vice presidents the
day after the demonstration, but
the suspensions were lifted because of a controversy over the
due process of suspension issue.
Vice President for Student Affairs,
Harold Lavender, lifted the sus-

Old Towll Plaza
&

***

---

Dine

Alpha Sigma chapter of Sigma
Alpha Iota, national music sorority, wiii present its Christmas
vespers program Sunday, Dec. 7,
at 4 p.m. in the UNM Recital
Hall.
The theme of the program is
"Christmas Around the World."
The public is invited to attend.

pensions and preferred charges
against the three with Student
Standartls with a recommendation
that th~·y be suspended from the
university.
Lavender, who received a copy
of the letter Heady sent to the
three suspended students, told
The Lobo last night that the appeals were now "completely in
the hands of the president."
Heady said that he would follow the established procedures
for suspensions appeals during
his consideration of the students'
cases.
Appeals Follow Metings
The appeals to Heady came
after nearly two weeks of student and ad hoc faculty committee meetings. Students and some
faculty members marched in a
Complicity Band demonstration
on the Administration Building
last week.
Until recently, the three had
given no indication that they
would appeal the Student Standards decision to Heady. Heady
has 30 days to dispose of the
cases.
Another development in the case
came early this week when the
UNM Student Court ordered Student Standards chairman Thomas
Greenhut to certify in affidavit
form that the constitutional rights
of the three students had not
been violated during Board proceedings.

Senate Meeting

Dorm

Senate Denies Referendum
By JOY HART
Staff Writer
Student senate last night refused to take immediate action
on a bill ~tiving the student lobby
chairman power to add qeustions
to student election ballots.
By refusing to take action on
the bill last night, senate in effect,
defeated the measure since the
student election will be held be-

~ '

,,

on lfOUr COURSES With ......
~Noble Educational Paperbacks

COLLEGE

Changes Constitution

By STEVE LAPRADE
Staff Writer
Alvarado's board of governors
Tuesday night approved a new
dorm constitution.
The constitution now needs the
approval of the majority of the
dorm's residents and the approval
of the Student Affairs Committee.
K en t Winchester, Alvarado
-president, said the new constitution was designed to accommodate
a small dorm. Alvarado now uses
the same constitution as Coronado
Hall. Wincheste:r said the Coronado constitution, "is great for a
big dorm, but is not relevant to a
small dorm."

OUTLINES

and

EVERYDAY HANDBOOKS

man, and cultural chairman of
each floor. Under the new constitution, six residents will take
over what used to be the job of
12 residents.
The main idea of the constitution is to get Alvarado working
as one dorm instead of three separate floors. Winchester said, "A
small dorm like Alvarado can't
work on a house or floor level like
the larger dorms (Mesa Vista and
Coronado) ."
"The idea is to streamline dorm
government/' he said.

Under the new constitution, Alvarado will have a president, vicepresident, and one governor from
each of the three floors. The officers will meet at board of governors' meetings.
There will also be a dorm planning board. with two representatives from each floor. The planning board, Winchester said, "is
an idea board. Ideas will be given
to the board of governors, who
will then tell the planning committee what to do about these
idea.s."
The plartning board will replace the social chairman, int:ramurals chairman, :PUblicity chair-

Faculty Evaluation

OVER 140 TITLES IN A WIDE RANGE OF SUBJECTS
'
i .:
_.,
1,;
'

ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
BUSINESS

DRAMA
ECONOMICS
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH

including
ETIQUETTE
GOVERNMENT
HANDICRAFTS
HISTORY
LANGUAGES
MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY

POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
RECREATIONS
SCieNCE
SOCIOLOGY
SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

Underway at U NM
More thtln 120 UNM faculty
members will participate in a
teacher evaluation program organized by the UNM Student
Government and firtanced by Associated Students' activity fees.
The teacher evaluation, which
began yesterday and will end Dec.
18, will rate instructors in six
categories; overall opinion of the
course, instruction methods, examination procedures, professorstudent relations, degree of stimulation and involvemertt generated
by the instructor, and the applicability and value of the text.
An executive committee head·
ed by ASUNM President Jim
Dines prepared the evaluation

associated students
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questionnaires. The committee
hopes to ma~e the evaluation results available in book form before spring registration.
Spurs, Sophomo:re Women's Honorary, is distributing the questionaires to the classes of the participating instructors. Students
complete the qucstionaires in
class and the Spurs will collect
them and compile the results.
"The aim of the questionaire is
to provide the student with a
course and instructor guide. It
will also be an aid to teachers for
improvement of their instruction,"
Dines said.
Dines also said that the evaluation books are expected to sell
for about $1.
·

.....................___......

~_

fore the next senate meeting.
Stuart Licht, chairman of the
student lobby, explained to senate
that the lobby needs to know "how
the students feel on issues" if it
is to be effective.
Senators' objections centered
chiefly around Licht's desire to in·
elude on the student ballot a ques·
tion on the establishment of a
state commission on marijuana.
The question would have asked
students if they considered trying to e;otablish a state commission on marijuana, or working on
lowering the voting age most important for student lobby consideration this year.
The senate had discussed placing the marijuana question on the
ballot in two previous meetings,
and both times had voted to exclude the question.
The senators agreed that the
question would be misinterpreted

by people outside the university
community. Senator Terry Ca1vani explained that the marijuana
issue would prejudice the work on
lowering the voting age. "People
will think we're trying to legalille
pot," he said.
' ( ...,
Licht told the senate that the
consequences "wouldn't be that
great" if students showed they
felt the marijuana issue was more
important than working on lowering the voting age.
The image of the UNM student
should be one of an "intelligent,
mature, and rational individual
who can take a stand on issues
like marijuana," Licht said.
Licht refused to make any com·
ment on the senate action after
the meeting. Earlier, he said that
the senate was forcing the lobby
to independently take some type
of student sampling on the ques·
tion.

Yule Songfest

•

1,;

At last night's senate meeting Senator Steve van Dresser voiced his
approval of a measure which would give the student lobby chairman
the power to place questions on election ballots. Senate refused to consider the bill last night.

To Student Lobby

Alvarado Approves Revision

Barnes
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Las Campanas, the junior women's honora:ry, will present their
annual songfest Sunday, Dec. 15,
at 7:00 p.m.
The theme for the 1968 show
is "Deck the Hails."
It will be held in the Union
Ballroom.
The program includes 15 groups
performing about ten minutes
each. There will be no admission
charge, and all students are invited.
:lllllllliiiiiiiiiiTIIIIIIIIIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITIIIIIiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTIIIIIIIITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Inside Pages
Blacks Expelled ____ Pg. 8
Lobo Review ·------- Pg. 2
Tijerina ··--·----·----·- Pg. 4
Draft Info. ----··---··· Pg. 5
Hell Week·····------- Pg. a
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Melvin Belli

Defense attorney Melvin Belli
will speak in Popejoy Hall Tuesday, Dec. 10, at 8 p.m. Students
may attend free.
J
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LOBO
WAYNE CIDDIO
Managing Editor

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202
By MIKE SAMPLE
College Press Service

Tho New Muico lobo h' pvbllsh~
daily every nagular week of the Uniwl'sity year by the Seard of Studeat P"blicatlons of the Asseciated Students of
tho Univenity of New Mexico, and is 'itot
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by t~e UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuqu•rque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic. year. '
The cpinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of tho editorial board cf The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents. the views
of the Associated Students or of the Unl·
versify of New Mexico.
This poem appeared under the title
"Psalm of the Wandering Woosterite," in
the College of Wooster (Ohio) Voice. It is
appropriate for humming at any small,
isolated in-loco-parentis type of institution.

•

The College is my shepherd;
I shall not grow.
Thou maketh me to pay out green money;
thou leadeth me into the rote knowledge.

tvers

Thou restoreth my virginity;
thou leadeth me into the paths of righteousness for thy name's sake.
"Why don't you write a letter to the editor•. ?"

Editorial

Dangerous Drugs
We demand to know why the federal government has not
imposed stiff penalties on the sale and possession of certain
chemical substances that may be wreaking tragic damage on
the youth of America. These chemicals, increasingly popular
with young people because of their kicks, are suspected of
causing genetic damage. Called cyclamates, these substances
are replacing the original kick, sugar, in artificiaJly sweetened soft drinks.
Cyclamates originally were thought to reduce the consumption of calories, which in sugar have been known to produce
lasting-deformations ·of the· human.·-body-when-in.gested-in. ·

. ~picient quantities. At the same time cyclamates supply a
similar sense of well-being and curiously pleasurable and
habit-forming flavor perceptions.
Alas, the Food and Drug Administration has found in expenments that a substance produced by the sweeteners
causes breaks in the chromosome chains of certain animals.
Whether similar effects follow human usage is yet to be
determined.
Meanwhile, cyclamates are being peddled openly in grocery
stores across our nation. Unsuspecting young people are told
that (in one popular form) the substances have a "now
taste"-this being an obvious attempt to exploit the naive
live-for-today philosophy propounded by Janis Joplin's voice
instructor, the subversive yippies, and pushers of another
chemical suspected of causing genetic damage, LSD.
Those thought to be prospects for a cyclamate trip in yet
another form are Urged to "come in out of the warm"-this
phrase an example of the sinister pressures intended to fill
pushers' pocketbooks by creating millions of sweet freaks
(the "cools").
· In line with present federal laws regarding substances
which have comparable effects, it seems only reasonable that
there be immediate prohibition of cyclamates and the imposition of heavy jail terms for possession and sale of such variants as Tab, Fresca, Diet-Rite Cola, and Diet Pepsi.
The Minnesota Daily

•'

NEWS EDITOR
CAMPUS EDITOR
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In
Concert

Yea, though I walk through the valley of the prime of my life,
I will fea:r. no adulthood;
for thou art with me;
thy rules and conventions comfort me.

at

.
I

"I

Thou preparest a haven for me in the presence of mine society;
thou assuagest my doubts with soft soap;
my head noddeth numbly.

i

College of Santa Fe ·
r

with

Surely mute acceptance shall follow me all the days of my life,
and I will dwell in suburbia forever.

Lobo Review

Beatles 'Album' Distinctive

By RALPH MIRABEL
The latest two-record album
"The Beatles" by John Lennon,
Paul McCartney, George Harrison, and Ringo Starr is their first
album on their own Apple label.
It includes thirty songs, twentyfive by Lennon/McCartney, four
by Harrison and one by Starkey
(who?). All of them serve to
summarize what has happened in
the fifteen-year-history of rock
('n roll). It not only reaches back
to the early international Beatles
('63-'64) but further back to
their liverpool and Hamburg
days. Not only that, but this year
marks the tenth anniversary of
the union of John, Paul and
George as the Quarryman Skifile
Group.
Although it's only two records,
there is enough material for
three separate and distinctive albums. The Beatles are entertainers above all and this album is
programmed to keep you interested by carefully mixing these
three elements-hard rock1 easy
!listening and a menagerie of
tunes to make Sgt. Pepper stand

STAFF

Grant Harvey
Sarah laidlaw
Grace Arnett
Scott Sandlin, Anne O'Brien
George Campbell, Gay Cook, Joy Hart, Steve LaPrade,
Pat McCraw, John Miloglav, Anne O'Brien, Shannon
Robinson, Scott Sandlin, Sandra Schauer, Susan Smith
Susan Craig
Stephen M. Part
Mike Algiers, Sdm Hepford, Pat Trojillo
Tony Lauderbaugh, Bob lager
Richard Pfaff
Richard McDonald
David Baldridge, Chuck Ramsey, Chuck Reynolds
Grant Harvey
David Baker

on his head. No "dear Prudence",
they have not forgotten the old
rock 'n roll that made J obn Lennon so much money be doesn't
have to wear clothes (be sure to
see the upcoming Lobo review on
"Two Virgins").
The album starts off with an
old standard rock tune with new
words all about Paul's trip to
the USSR ("you don't know how
lucky you are"). It's enough to
bring a tear to the · eye of a
Beach Boy. There's a beautiful
blues tune ("Yer Blues") that
takes Elvis, John Mayhall, and
Eric Clapton and puts them
where they belong - together
with the Beatles. There's a song
about Desmond and Molly ("she's
a singer with the band") and
Ringo wonders if you still love
him.
About twelve songs fall in this
general area with the epitome
being the crudest sounds recorded
on vinyl, dear Paul sounds like
last year's dirty old man when
he asks "Why don't we do it on
the road (no one will be watching us)?" It's alright Bill you're
back in style all 'round the clock.
For those who came over to
our side when they discovered the
boys could also sing sweet lulabies, they're still at it. Its love,
flowers, weeping guitars, Mother
Nature's boy and foUr girls from
up the street (Prudence, Julia,
Martha, and Honey Pie). Almost
without exception, these tunes
follow the ear-pounders to soothe
your d:rums for the next attack.
In this sub-album Ha'rrison
pens two of the finest. "While My
Guitar Gently We!'ps" takes us
with George through the world
of sorrow and mediocrity, and all
the time his soul (guitar) weeps.
"Long, Long, Long" is simply a
beautiful thing softenetl with nice
electronic massages. Lennon/Me·
Cartney, meallwhilc, have taken
you to the countryside with
"Mother Nature's Son" and the
final cut of the entire album is
Bing Crosby and the Lush Dripping· Strings all rolled into one
sincere "Good Nigl1t".
What is left is not scraps but

the hope of the Beatles latest developments. Never has Dylan's
influence come through so strong
as the social comment of "The
Continuing Story of Bungalow
Bill" and "Cry, Baby, Cry'' and
others. Anyway, its all happening between the words and between the lines. Speaking of between, the Beatles have joined
other rock groups by leaving in
all the noise that occurse before
and after takes of a song.
The most hopeful entry is the
sound collage (technically, musique concrete) named "Revolution
No. 9." This thing has been done
before (remember the one on the
Stone's "Their Satanic Majesties
Request") but it probably will
have more influence coming from
'the boys simply because they
have been successful in popularizing existing forms (look what
George's sitar in "Norwegian
Wood" did). Judged on the standard of serious musique concrete
(oh my) it is only fair, but what
it will do for those not aware of
what ~rank Zappa has said all
along is something else. Taking
the dangerous position that a
critic eventually does, I predict
that much will come as a result of
"Revolution No. 9" but "No. 9"
itself will pass away because its
just not that good.
If you have never bought a
Beatles album, you have waited
long enough. This is the history
of the Beatles (and rock) and it
reveals them at their most intimate .and involving best (MeLuhan disciples, heed). It does not
offer anything really new and
maybe in a way the Beatlcs are
saying "that's it, we have made
our contribution."
Already they have more influence in their life-styles then in
theh• music. If you doubt this,
note. the religious impact of their
brief association with the Maharishi and, better yet, just
wait'll John Lennon's naked body
gets .plastered clear across this
morally insecure world.
I,isten to Mother and "good
night everybody, everbody every~
where, good night.''

The Blue Marble Faun
and

The Shandells
"Dirty Water"
Buy Your Tickets
at
Lobo Varsity Shop

Buy Your Tickets
at
Riedlings

Saturday, Dec. 7, 8:00 P.M.
Physical Education Complex
New $15,000 Sound System Installed
5.00- 4.00- 3.00
(50c Student Discount on Advance Tickets)

--~-------------------------~--------------------------------~--------~-----------------~
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Pamphlet Contains Information on Draft
do not want the university to give
this information, do not update
the card and do not turn it in
with your other registration materials. Destroy the card."
Several years ago, it was university policy to automatically
inform the Selective Service of a
student's academic status.
"A couple of years ago, a number of our students protested
because we were sending the Selective Service information voluntarily," said Director of Admissions J. C. MacGregor. "Now we
send them information only upon
a student's request."
Harold Lavender, vice president
for student affairs, said, "This
·policy probably will not change
unless some new facts come to
light, or enough students request
a change."
Interuption In Enrollment
Selective Service laws require

Graduate students are in a difthat a university notify draft gards a student enrolled in 15 or ·
ferent
situation.
boards of any interruption in en- more academic hours as a fullMacGregor said that graduate
rollment, such as withdrawal from time student. "Under no circumthe u n i v e r sit y, suspension, or stances will a load of less than 12 students are not eligible for a
hours be reported as full-time," student deferment unless they are
graduation.
in certain fields such as medicine.
"You and the Draft" stresses states the leaflet.
"You and the Draft" also states However, he said, if a graduate
that male students must submit a
written request to their draft that a student who enrolls for student is enrolled, then receives
less than 12 hours during any an induction notice, the Selective
boards for a student deferment.
In orde:r to qualify for a stu- semester must enroll in enough Services allows him to finish the
dent deferment, an undergraduate . hours the following semester to semester.
must be satisfactorily pursuing a move to the next highest student
"This has not had a great effect
fulltime course of study, earning classification by the end of the on graduate enrollment," said
enough credit hours each school academic year.
MacGregor.
Explanatory Letters
year to ensure completion of his
Male students are presently reMacGregor's office mails "hundegree in the normal number of
ceiving
their student deferments,
dreds of letters every day" giving
years.
.
or
in
some
cases, wondering why
A four-year degree student must draft boards explanations for stu- they have not received them.
complete 25 per cent of his grad- dents' hours deficiencies. The exIf a student would like certificauation requirements per semester planitory letters are necessary
to maintain his student deferment. due to transfer and loss of credit tion of his enrollment in the uniA five-year degree student must hours, illness, or an injury that versity sent to his draft board, he
corr.plete 20 per cent of his grad- did not permit the student to com- should contact the Records Office,
uation requirements per semester. plete the required hours, said Room 102 in the Administration
Building.
The university normally re- MacGregor.

Tijerina Joined '67 Raid
Say Two Eye Witnesses
'He Clubbed Me'
Local Man Says

Father Drinan
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Father Drinan last night termed .legalized abortions a possible

birth control for the poor.

Reforms t~eeded
In Abortion Laws

By SANDRA SCHAUER
Staff Writer
Four ways in which the abortion laws should be changed were
stated last rught by Rev. Robert
F. Drinan, S.J., dean: of the Bos•
ton College Law School, in a
lecture on the legal and moral
implications of abortion laws.
Father Drinan's first two suggested changes were that the law
should (1) minimize the number
of fetal deaths and (2) avoid the
imposition of sectarian ideas or
beliefs on those who don't accept
these ideas or beliefs.
The third change said that the
law should be "very human and
humane" about abortion and
should have "civilized procedures" so that women who want
abortions can do so legally.
Fourth on the list of . changes
was that the law should provide
safegnards so that it (the law)
could not be deteriorated.

In opening his speech Father
Dirnan said there is a "monumental ignorance about the whole
area" of abortion and "Catholics
are confronting a dilemma in
America that they have never
faced before."
"Eighty per cent of all illegal
abortions are on upper or middle
class women who do not want this
third or fourth child."
"There may be a solution to the
problem of abortion if it is just
brought out from underground,"
said Father Drinan.
"When a significant minority
or a majority of people in America think that women should have
an abortion we should be fair to
these people."
One of Father Drinan's concluding remarks was that the "inescapable moral issue of abortion
is the wisdom and fairness of
what the abortion law should or
should not say.''

~l.~lssued Despite Warnings
~

WASHINGTON (UPI) ~ A
member o:t' the president's Commission on Violence said W ednesday he argned in vain that publication of the report charging
that a "police riot" occurred in
Chicago would only ''stir up hard
feelings and hatred."
Chief Judge Ernest F. McFarland of the Arizona Supreme
court said he wrote Milton S. Eisenhower1 chairman of the commission, urging that the "Walker
Report" not be made public, at
least until the commission had a
chance to discuss it.
"I was fearful that mere release of information of this na-

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (UPI)
.-A middleaged witness :faced
Mexican-American militant Reies
Tijerina Wednesday and told him:
"You came up behind me while
I was flat on the floor and
clubbed me with a rifle.''
E. R. Gleasner, a 57-year-old
Albuquerque real estate man,
stuck to his statements during
nearly two hours of cross~xam
ination by Tijerina who is on
trial- ..on clu\rges of kidnaping,
assault and false imprisonment.
Gleasner did admit he did not
see Tijerina at the moment he
was struck during a raid allegedly led by the :fiery SpanishAmerican.
He Knew Tijerina.
But he told Tijerina he knew
who it was "by your speech, by
your proximity and by the process of elimination."
The state contends the raid
was carried out under Tijerina's
orders by a band of militants who
seek "return" of millions of acres
of land in the Southwest to descendants of Sparush land grant
holders.
Gleasner, who was at the courthouse on business, testified be
saw Tijerina among the group
that burst onto the premises with
gnns. He said he was among 31
persons who were held prisoner
at gnnpoint inside the County
Commission room.
Gleasner and former United
P.ress
International
reporter
Larry Calloway were called as
witnesses for the defense, Tijerina. said, because they were at

Course Examines
Suicide Question

By PAT McCRAW
Staff Writer
"To be or not to be" is the question to be studied in a literature
course to be offered next semester,
'Said Dr. Joseph Frank, chairman
of the UNM English department.
The fundamental political probture would tend to give it sub~ lem facing man today, as Camus
stantiation," McFarland said in implied, is whether man should
Phoenix. "One of the reasons I or should not commit. suicide, said
felt we should not release the re- Frank. English 490 will trace this
port was that many of the state- dilemma through literature.
English 490, explained Frank,
ments made were not sworn statements, and in many instances the is a variable content course. It
names of the parties were not · was designed so that a professor
could teach a course he wanted to.
given.''
"Literature and Politics," the
The majority of commission
members said they favored pub- course which will deal with suilication of the report, which car- cides caused by political forces,
ried a notice signed by Eisenhow- will be ofl'ered in section 4 'of Ener emphasizing that the document glish 490.
The class, said Frank, will be
did not reflect the commission's
viewpoint but was merely a fact- o! the discU'Ssion type, and "hopefinding report submitted to the., fully will develop into an intelleccommission.
tual scrimmage."

~f LBJ's Violence Report
",
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On Electron Analysis

'You And The Draft'

By SARAH LAIDLAW
Campus Editor
"This pamphlet contains vital
information to you as a student
at UNM. Please read it carefully.
These procedures conform with
current requirements of the Selective Service."
The above statement is taken
from "You and the Draft," a
pamphlet published by the office
of the vice president for student
affairs each year to advise students of the !Procedure for obtain"ing a student deferment.
The university obtains information from a Selective Service card
in each male student's registration packet. The Selective Service
is then informed of a student's
standing in the university.
Card Completion Is Voluntary
"You and the Draft" states,
"The completion of this Selective
Service card is voluntary. If you

.. -------

--~

--

the courthouse but had not been
used by the prosecution in its
case.
"No Doubt I Saw Him"
Calloway said, "I saw Reies Tijerina •.. you" among those who
took over the courthouse. Later,
under questioning by Dist. Attorney Alfonso Sanchez, Calloway said "I have no doubt that I
saw him.''
"I saw people," Calloway said,
"A pistol • • . I dropped to the
floor. I believe I heard someone
say in English, 'I shot him.' "
The state rested its case Tues-

day and Tijerina made the opening statement for the defense
before testimony began W ednesday. He told the jury his defense relied upon "the truth, the
facts and your open mind,
'The state maliciously intended to prove that I was in
command of the incident and we
will prove otherwise. We will
prove the witnesses for the state
lied openly and clearly.
"We will not only prove that I
am innocent but also the state is
guilty of gross violation in the
performance of its duty," he said.

Calling
U
Dr. Keil Attends Conference

By SUSAN CRAIG
Staff Writer
Dr. Klaus Keil, geology professor, was among ten American scientists chosen to attend a meeting in Hawaii concerning progress
in Microprobe Electron Asalysis.
Keil was selected by Dr, Robert
Olgilvie, a noted meteorologist,
who proposed the meeting to the
American Science Foundation.
Because of their extensive work

Albuquerque l-lousing

l-lelped

by Students

The UNM department of architecture has established a Community Design Center to help remodel
and enlarge homes in southwestern Albuquerque.
Architecture students will work
at the center through the university's Home Improvement Project,
a three-year-old program for renovation of sub-standard housing.
The project is designed so that
people living is the area where the
housing is located assist in renovations.
The new venture by the department of architecture is described
by its chairman, Don P. Schlegel,
as an indication that "we're really
beginning to be concerned with
social problems."
Schlegel said the new center is
being established as a pilot program to find out bow his department can assist in similar areas,
What is learned will be the basis of
proposals for establishing a permanent center under the model
cities program.
Architecture students will work
on actual architectural problems

~ampus Briefs

***

Robinson is a law clerk in the
office of Chief Justice David Chavez, Jr., New Mexico Supreme
Court, and a 1968 graduate of
the UNM School of Law.
His duties include helping the
pre-law students decide whether
to apply for law school, and distributing explanatory materials
to students at UNM who are
planning to enter law school.

***

"Road Apple Review," a new
poetry magazine, has been issued
by two UNM graduate students.
The students, Doug Flaherty
and Jim Bradford, have included
poetry by a group of American,
English and Mexican iJOets. In
addition, an interview w i t h
American poet and visiting UNM
professor Robert Creeley is featured.
The magazine is now accepting
manuscripts :t'or the spring issue.
Subscriptions are ~3 for one year
of the quarterly or ~1 per magazine.

UNM coeds Charlotte Houle
and Norma Edwards have entered the Miss Wool of New Mexico
contest.
The new Miss Wool of New
Mexico will be crowned Saturday,
Dec. 7, during halftime of the
Wool Bowl football game in Roswell.
Amigoe Anonymous will sponsor a music festival of songs and ·
dances from Mexico, Spain, and
Latin America, Sunday, Dec. 8
from 7 to 11 p.m. in the Union .
Donating their talent are The
Drink Inc., Trio, Los Reyes de Albuquerque, and Hector Garcia.
Proceeds from the festival will
be used to aid the Amigos with
fheir summer projects in Mexico.
Tickets are $1.50 and will be on
sale at a booth in the Union Monday, Dec. 4, through Dec. 6, and
at the door the night of the festival.
Mrs. Catherine Fisher, Albuquerque artist and poet, will show
her 1968 paintings in an exhibition starting Sunday, Dec. 8 at
Jonson Gallery on the UNM campus.
The exhibition will open with a
public reception from 3 p.m. to 6
iJ.m. through Jan. 3.
The gallery is at 1909 Las Lomas Rd. NE.

***

A new addition to the Kappa
Alpha Theta sorority house will
greet members when they return
for second semester next February.
The addition, being built out of
the north side of the present
house at 1801 Mesa Vista Rd.,
N.E., will include ten bedrooms, a
chapter room lounge, study area,
and underground parking space.
It will raise the total housing capacity to 50 women.
Financing was aided by the local Kappa Alpha Theta alumni
association.

***

The Law School Placement
Service has appointed Ira S. Rob.
inson as its campus representative.

***

as part of their professional education. They will receive course credit for their participation in the
program.
Three UNM students are now
working at the center. Richard
Ruminski is helping residents
with plans which can be used for
getting city approval as well as
for construction.
The other students, Edward
Preston and Louis Castillo, are involved in a research project. They
are working on development of
construction methods especially
for untrained and unskilled laborers, and are also developing a prototype dwelling to meet the needs
of low-income families.

Summer Groups
Need Managers
The Experiment in International
Living is seeking qualified persons
to lead summer academic groups,
which travel to 48 countries.
Qualifications for the position
require that the applicant:
• must be between the ages of
24 and 45;
• have fluency in a foreign langnage;
• experience in teaching or
group work;
• previous international travel,
and,
• U.S. citizenship and education.
Most assignments are from midJune to late August, although
some group assignments are available for both spring and fall semesters, and also for the entire
academic year.
All expenses are paid and married couples are encouraged to apply.
Aplications are now available at
the International Services office,
1717 Roma, NE.

Proposal Allows
Fewer Requisites
A program in which students
are allowed to graduate with only
the requirement of taking 40 hours
over the 300 level may be in the
future at UNM.
The final decision rests with the
faculty, which is presently considering the proposal.
An ad hoc committee of the committee on enhancement for education 'SUbmitted the proposal a year
and a half ago, said Nathaniel
Wollman, UNM professor of economics.
"Since that time, weekly meetings have been held with student
groups and faculty," Wollman
said.
It is not known when :final action
will be taken on the proposal.

Vice President
Declines Offer
NEW YORK (UPI) - President-Elect Richard M. Nixon offered his recent political opponent, Vice President Hubert H.
Humphrey, the ambassadorship
to the United Nations but Humphrey turned it down, a Nixon
aide disclosed Wednesday.
Ronald L. Ziegler, press spokesman for Nixon, said Humphrey
appreciated the offer but explained to Nixon that he "felt he had
to return to his home state (Minnesota).''
Nixon and Humphrey met in
Florida three days after the election and the offer presumably
was made at that time. Humphrey
disclosed Tuesday he had been
offered an unidentified post in the
new administration but had turned it down.
·
The U.N. ambassadorship is a
· cabinet level post. The current
Johnson appointee Is former
newspaper editor J. R. Wiggins.

in microprobing, the Japanese
were asked to attend the meeting.
Ten of their sciestists were chosen
similarly by the Japanese Society
for Advancement of Science, said
Keil.
The meeting dealt with problems of the microprobe, a tool
used in many of the science disciplines to analyze microns. The
tool is similar to the electron microscope but allows for more an-

RENT A

alysis, said Keil.
Recent developments on the microprobe by America and Japan
were discussed and what step!>
should be taken in the future, he
said.
Keil said the group decided to
send a record of the proceedings
to the Science Fotlndation for publication. He said they recommended that more discussions of that
nature be planned.
The scientists also agreed on a
joint proposal to support basic
background research. Dr. Keil
said there was still work to be
done as a basis for the quantitative asalysis.
Finally, they decided that research must be done by empirical
methods and therefore standards
must be prepared. UNM is starting a program to set up standards,
said Keil.
Keil came to UNM from the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and was
recently elected president of the
National Meteoritics Sociev.{.

\
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We feature
exciting
petites
for the
sophisticated
co-ed
Come by soon
we think you
will agree

Thursday, Dec. 6
Peace Corps placement 1angungt' test;
Placement Center, 8 a.m.
Colloquium on HBasic Mechanisms or
Radiation Effeets in Eleetronies"; 3 p.m.
Electrical Engineering 201,
Job intcrvi~ws for the U.S. Forest Ser..
vice: Placement Center.
Job interviews for the Hawaii Depart..
ment of Education: Placement Center~
Newman Forum speaker Father Robert
Drinan. S.J.; speaking of d:raft resistance;
Desert Room, Union; 10 a.m.
UNM Ac~ounting Association; Union
Faculty Lounge; 7 :46 p.m.
Reachout program meeting; speaker,
Robert Sanchez~ director oi Martincztown
House of Neighborly Service: Union 260 E;

9 p.m ..

Friday, Dee. 6
Job interview. for the Hawaii Department of Eduen.tion: Placement Center.
Michael McClure, poetry reading; Anthropology Lecture Hall. S p.m.
Kenneth Armstrong, fihn ..Iecture on
South Viet Nam; Popejoy Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Tickets $1.60 adults and faculty, '1 stu·
dents and childron.

Announcements by

the UNM commun-

ity will be accepted
at The Lobo office.
A 24-hour deadline
is in effect.
Peace Corps p]acemcnt language test;:
Placement Center, 8 a.m.
Rodey Theater production of ''Becket";
Rodey Theater; tickets on sale at R!Jdey box
office between 3:30 and 6:30 p.m.
Movie: 'Loves of a. Blonde:' 7~ 10 p.m~;
Union theater.
Art show; Anthropology B!lildi'ng, 7:30 to
8:00p.m.
Michael McClure to rend his works; ad ..
mission free; Anthropology Lecture Hall; 8
p.m.
Dance; "Bounty Hunters/' 75 cents stag,
$1 drag; Newman Center; 8 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 7
Rodey Theater production of uncckctu;
Rodey Theater; tickets on snle nt Rodcy box
office between 8:30 and 6:30 p.m.
Movie; "The Night of the Generals;"
Union theater.

Sunday, Dec. 8
Rodey Theater production of "Becket";
Rodey Theater; tickets on sale at Rodey box
office between 3:30 and 6:30 l).m.
Movie: 'The l'('ight of the Generals;"
Union theater.

BUTTERFIELD . . . Your personal service jeweler

!/Merry Christmas
Darling".

E. B. BlJTTERFIELD

I

Certified
Gemologist

e

GOLD FASHION
• ORANGE BLOSSOM
• ART CARVED
3 reasons to shop here .
the diamond scope . . . a
selection of fine stones . .
the personal service
of a certified gemologist!

Open Daily 10-7
Sunday 12-7

Sand a~<~Sun

STUDENT CREDIT . . . talk to Bernie, Don, Bill!

3 io 13

OLD TOWN- OFF THE PLAZA
J./_ _ _ _ _
D_i~-7909
\

I

butterfield

MEMBER
AMERICAN
GEM SOCIETY

2312 CENTRAL SE opposite Popejoy Hall OPEN Friday Night

Cultural Program Committee
presents
Kenneth Armstrong's Film Report

SOUTH VIETNAM
Fri. Eve., Dec. 6 -

7:30 P.M.

Admission: $1.50 Adults, $1.25 Faculty, Students $1.00
Tel. 277-3121

.-~hop

the Basket Shop

You will find Christmas
gifts for anyone
~m your shopping
.
.~:: .· ,
list
~

:

,... ..

""Mexican & Indian Crafts
*Carved Wood
:-~1
*Rattan
"'1: .."
•.. ;.
*Hemp, •. '

Old Town Plaza-842-8022
Open evenings until 9:00

Tux FRoM ·
Heigths
5318 Menaul NE
265-5951
Open until
5:30p.m.
Fridays
Until 9:00

MISTER TUX
2 Locations To
Serve You
3003 Central N .E.
(Near the Triangle)
2109 San Mateo N.E.
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Lobos Face Hawaii Cagers
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l-lonolulu Tilt

Planeload of J-loop Fans
Accompanies. Lobo Squad
By MIKE PERRY
Sports Editor
Notice to UNM students: do
your homework early tonight so
you can stay up late and listen to
the Lobo basketball game from
Hawaii.
Tonight the Lobos begin the
first of a two game series with the
University of Hawaii in Honolulu.
Tipoff is slated for 11 p.m. and
will be heard on KGGM (610 kc.)
with J. C. Politz doing the play by
play.
While UNM students are suffering from cold weather blues,
the Lobo basketball team and all
sorts of coaches, alumni, fans, etc.
are enjoying the warm Hawaii
sunshine in preparation for the
two game set with the Rainbows.
Rainbows Are Tough
Most fans may take the Hawaii
team lightly but coach Red Rocha
and l1is squad have hopes for an
excellent season. The Rainbows
finished at 16-9 last year.
Rocha has a tall front line to
boost his hopes for an improved
record. He'll have Burt Caldwell
(6-'7), Lewis Little (6-3), Bruce
O'Neil (6-5), Tim Barnett (il-6),
Terry Ash (6-4), and McKinley
Reynolds (6-3) lining up.
Lobos Advance
Coach Bob King's red towel
squad moved up to eighth place in
both wire service polls this week
so they'll be seeking to add two
more victories to their side of the
ledger. Greg Howard who had 25
points in the home opener last
week is again expected to lead the
UNM charge. He'll have a pack of
outstanding players playing along
with him.
Rainbow fans will get to see
Petie Gibson, Ron Sanford, Willie

'k;
._,

I

Long, Dave Culver, et al, just
anxious to get into action.
To Be Close
Last year's contest between the
two schools was pretty close as
the Lobos had to struggle hard for
the win. (UNM won 84-75). And
from all indications this year's
series may be just the same.
Despite their bulging win against Abilene Christian last
week, the Lobos were sloppy in
some places.
"We did some things well at
times but looked pretty ragged at
other times against Abilene Christian," Coach Bob King summed
up.
UNM Was Sloppy
UNM had 29 fouls and committed 26 turnovers, which left
three starters (Howard, Sanford,
asd Shropshire) watching from
the sidelines.
A group of 198 basketball boosters left last Sunday for the Isles,
so the Lobos will have plenty of
support in the stands. The exodus
by these fans is believed to be
the largest sports chartering of
its kind ever to go to Hawaii..
Any fans wishing to send goodluck telegrams to the Lobos will
be able to reach them at the Waikiki Grand Hotel.
One Gnme Basketball Statistics

FG-FGA FT-FTA REB PF TP
G. Howard 10-17 6-10
4-9
Long
8·13
R. Becker
5-10
3-3
5-7
R. Sanford
1-1
P. Gibson
4-6
2-3
1-1
S. Shropshire 2-7
1-1
K. Griffith
2·3
D. Culver
1-1
1-1
T. Schaafsma 1-2
1-2
L. Lopez
0-0
2-2
0-0
G.:Maes
1-1
K. Otteni
1-1
0-0
TEAM
UNM Totals 26-64 26-37
Opponents
17·64 24-40

w.

12
21
4
5
1
9
1
2
1

0
0
0
12
68

6
4
3
5
3
5
3
0
3
1
0
0

26
16
13
11
10
5
6
3
3
2
2
2

29 97
44 29 68

DennrL
I' t''-'1 L

Begisning with this issue and
continuing through the remainder
of the ski season, the Lobo will
pub1iish an end of the week ski
report for the convenience of ski
minded UNM students.
This week's report as of Wed.
p.m. is as follows:
Sandia Peak-Open with a 10inch base and 12 inches of new
snow. All runs open. Skiing excellent.
Sierra Blanca - Open; 10-inch
base with two inches of new snow.
Skiing good to excellent.

Cloudcroft-Open on weekends
only. Skiing excellent.
Taos, Santa Fe, Angel Fire and
all other northern New Mexico ski
areas are expected to open this
weekend.
All Colorado areas are open and
skiing is reported to be excellent.
Students are reminded that
there is a ski club on campus
which may be of interest to UNM
skiers. Its next meeting is Dec.
10 in the Union theatre.

Art Not Alone
But Art wasn't alone in his

pace-setting season.
Arizona
~·s /crushing offense averaged a record 44'7.3 yards per
game and scored 41.4 points per
contest. also a league standard.
ABU's vannted rushing attack
wail also the best. in WAC history, piling up an amazing 290.3
yards each time the Snn Devils
suited Up. They also had a
bruising rushing defense, which
allowed opponents only 5'7 yards
-a game and blanked Arizona's
Snn Bowl o:ffen.se on the ground
last Saturday.
,
Highlights among the record
setters this season:
-Malone's 1431 yards rushing.
-llalone's scoring record of

16 touchdowns and 96 points
-Malone's single game rushing mark of 239 . yards against
New Mexico
High-Scoring Offense
-Arizona State's scoring offense of 41.5 points per game
overall and 40.5 per game in conference
-Arizona State's rushing offense of 290.3 yards per game
-Texas-El Paso's new passing standards' of 288.4 yards
per game
-the valiant efforts of New
Mexico tailback David Bookert,
who cracked the conference rushing record by logging 218 yards
against Wyoming only to see his
standard smashed one week later
by Malone.
Dawson Tops
-Texas El Paso quarterback
Brooks Dawson, capitalizing on
huge single game performances
(he threw :for more than 400
yards in one quarter . against
.BYU), captured the total offense
crown by a scant 12 yards from
Utah quarterback Ray Groth and
also easily won the league passing·crown.
---Other individual
depart-
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TAKE A PEEK!

We're Going Underground
With Our

•.

' I

GRAND

OPENI
Photo courtesy of Sports lllustraU!d

Five UNM basketball stars and Coach Bob King are pictured above
with the Sandia Mountains as a backdrop. This picture appeared in the
Dec. 2 issue of Sports Illustrated which ranked the Lobos as seventh
in the nation. In the foreground is Ron Sanford. In back, left to right,
are Ron Becker, Willie Long, Howie Grimes, King, and Greg Howard.

Lobo Gather at Tram

OF THE NEWER AND LARGER

Certain UN M Basketball Tilts
Scheduled for Local Television
KOB-TV will be telecasting certain UNM basketball games again
this season, on a delayed basis for
most home contests and live when
the Lobos are on the road.
Mike Roberts, sports director
for the Albuquerque station, said
that certain games were restricted from televising by the U¢-versity when TV rights went up for
bids. That's why there was no-coverage of the Abilene Christian
game.
The first contest to be seen on
Channel 4 will be the UNM-Texas
at El Paso game of December 13,
which will be delayed to New
Mexico fans, Every WAC game
involving the Lobos will be seen
on KOB, either with Roberts doing the commentary or on the
WAC game of the week.
Here is the UNM 1968-69
schedule with televised games
marked as follows:
"'Home game with delayed telecast.

Grid Year Good for WAC
AZt Malone and his Arizona
State teammates combined to set
seven records, making this year's
WAC football season one to remember.
Malone bowled his way to a
conference rushing mark of 1,431
yards,
breaking former teammate Max Anderson's one-yearold mark of 1,188 by 243 yards.
He also cracked league stancia$ in scoring, touchdowns,
carries, and single-game rushing.

Thurl!day, December 5, 1968

,-.-

ment winners included Malone
in rushing and scoring, Utah's
Speedy Thomas in pass :receiving, Arizona State's Lenny Randle in punt returns, Utah's Jim
Street in kickoff runback, Arizona's Rich Moriarty in interceptions, and Wyoming's Bob
Jacobs in punting.

**Road game telecast live.
***WAC Game of the Week.
Dec. 5-Hawaii

Away

Dec. 6-Hawaii

Away

Dec. 13-0ccidental

Home

Dec. 14-Texas-El Paso Home
Dec. 16-Colorado Univ. Away
Dec. 17-St. Mary's (CaL)
Home
Dec. 20-Lobo Invitational Fordham vs. Temple; UNM vs.
Home
San Francisco
Dec. 21-Lobo Invitational Losers vs. ~sers; Winners vs
Winners
Home
Dec. 23-Texas-El Paso"'* Away

It's Our Thing

i1

Make It Your
Thing

Join
THE LOBO

Staff

I

Away

Jan. 11-Denver**

Away

Jan. 16-Utah**

Away

Jan. 29-New Mexico State**
A,way
Feb. 1-New Mexico State***
Home (2:00 p.m.)
Feb. 6-Arizona State*

Home

Feb. 8--Arizona*

Home

Feb. 20--Arnona**

Away

Feb. 22--Arizona State***
Away (2:00p.m.)

Jan. 2--Denver

Home

Feb. 27-Brigham Yonng*
Home

Jas. 4-Brown*

Home

Mar. 1-Utah*

MEXICO

FEATURING
YOUNG MEN'S FASHIONS

Feb. 15-Wyoming***
Home (2 :00 p.m.)

Away

NEW

TREND SHOP
AT WINROCK

II

u

Jan. 18--Brigham Young"'*
A wag

Dec. SO-Butler

We have remodeled and designed a new store in our lower level
at Winrock to bring you an exclusive and more convenient place to
shop for your young men's clothing.

Home

LOBO

SPORTS

Editor ..•

MIKE PERRY
Writers . . .
JOHN MOSER
BOB LOWDER

Designed for you smart, modern young men. You who thrive on newness
in the clothes you choose. Who dare to start rather than follow along in
the fashion parade. It's in the Trend Shop where you'll find nothing, but
nothing, but the newest most exciting fashions in town to wear for all
occasions. Yes, come take a peek undergrournd, iust for t~e kicks you get
from an in-person look at New Mexico's newest and largest exdusnve
shop for young men.

Top Intramural Tearns Announced

Navy ROTC among the independents, Mendoza of the dorms,
and Sigma Chi of the fraternities
are leading their res p ec ti ve
leagues in intramural points upon
the completion of five sports.
The sports included in the
standings Up to now are flag football, cross campus run, relay
track, tennis, and co-ree volleyw
ball.
Mendoza still has to meet Sigma Chi for the all-school tennis
title, which has been postponed
due to bad weather. Mendoza beat
NROTC for the right to meet the
Sigs :for the title.
. The Engineers of the lndependent league Won the co-recrea·
· tiona] volleyball championship.
Here are the first five team-s in
each league with intramural
points. League points are kept
lllllllllllllllllli!IIIIMIII!tliJilllliiiJ separately, 130 point scores can-

miMI~~-~moommn~~~

Jan. 10-Wyoming**

not be compared between leagues.
This makes it impossible for an
all-school champion to be picked.
INDEPENDENT LEAGUE
NROTC
804
NESEP
641
Columbus AC
490
Law School
44'7¥-z
Pharmacy
330
DORM LEAGUE
Mendoza
Pueblo
'l'ewa
Escalante
Kearney

82'7¥-z
653
4'70
397%
340

FRA'rERNITY LEAGUE
Sigma Chi
930
Phi Delta Theta
850
Pi Kappa Alpha
802
Alpha Tau Omega
449
Alpha Kappa Lambda
432%
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For Christmas gift giving ... cater to his taste ... shop wherre he shops,
for everything he wants ... Strombergs, who's got them all ... "Quality,
Style, Value and Selection."
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Defends Actions in Hearing

Thursday, December 5, 1968
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Fraternity Initiation

I

f
I
I

f

'Dogs' (;nduring Hell Week

I

I

~->

t'

Hell Week. The phrase con- Omega Psi Phi was rewarded many people had been asking
jures up visions of sweaty ma- with a special spirit trophy this about the possibility of having
rines, filthy clothes, and bared year in recognition of its leader- another function of the same nature, the fraternity was thinking
ship in campus activities.
teeth.
tentatively about giving another
They
were
the
first
and
only
At UNM, Hell Week is condance.
siderably less ominous, at least Greek association to hold and
organize
a
pep
rally
this
year
Omega Psi Phi is both locally
for members of the Lampados,
and they have been active in help- and nationally a predominantly
Omega Psi Phi's pledge class.
Instead of grimy visages, the ing the cheerleaders and Chap- black fraternity. At the present
"Dogs" or participants in Hell arrals in their efforts to improve time, the fraternity is one of the
smallest groups on campus, with
Week carry shoeboxes filled with· campus spirit.
eight active members and thircandy and fruit which they pre600 People
teen pledges.
sent to the "Big Brothers," (the
Their sweetheart dance, A
active members of the fraterni- Night in Jamaica, was attended
ty) as they meet them around by an estimated 600 people and
campus,
was well received. "Both students
Aside from the painted shoe and faculty were dancing. You
boxes, Omega's "Dogs'' can be don.'t see that too often," said
SUPPLIES
identified by their shaved heads Sam Johnson, president of the
and their practice of bowing Omega pledge class.
20% DISCOUNT
whenever they present a gift
Johnson also said that since
from the shoebox to a Big
Shiva Oils o& Water Colors
Members of the Omega Pei Phi Brother.
Brushes- Canvas
pledge class (1-r) Louis Dul:ican,
·1
Panels- Stretched Canvas
Strangely
Silent
Allen Herring, Sam Johnson, and
Stretcher Bars & More
If the pledges seem strangely
John Brown, display the bald
LANGELL'S
silent this week, it's because talkheads that are a part of their fra·
2510 Central S.E.
Makers of rtnnd rttllllle
ing is forbidden by the Big Brothtemity's initiation.
A~ross From Johnson Gym
ers. The Dogs are closely watched
Indian Jewelry
by Harold Bailey, the Basileus
OLDTOWN
(president) of the fraternity.
This sounds like old-fashioned
fraternity "hazing," but the Lampados feel Hell Week, like their
other campus activities, leads to
a greater unity within the fraternity, and increases their feelreached in a three-hour confer- ing of campus involvement.
STEREO-PAK
MUNT.
.
ence which included university
Six of the thirteen pledges have
·~
•
administrators, the president of been "honored" by being named
From
the student body, several faculty "Dogs" for Hell Week. They were
members, and a legal adviser.
chosen on a basis of academic
achievement and participation in
fraternity activities by the OmePlus
ga actives and William Naylor,
associate
dean
of
students.
FOUND
Student
Actives Start
FOUND: In front of LOBO office, a. pair of
Discount
lady's glasses. Owner mny claim at Rm.
After Hell Week ends, the
159 Student Publications.
honor of becoming an active beFOR RENT
You can't beat the Muntz sound-and you certainly can't
gins. Until the remaining memTWO GIRLS or TWO BOYS to share my
bers
of
the
pledge
class
particibeat the Muntz cost. Go out and compare. Like us, you'll
home in N.W. $50 month or $25 each.
After 6 p.m. at 344-9965.
pate in a Hell Week of their own
choose Muntz 4-track! Muntz car stereos cost as little as
at the end of the semester, the
FOR SALE
$~9.95, and are sold and installed by us.
new actives will be "neophytes"POPE PAUL poster 'Tbe Pill is a N<>-No/'
Afriean chest sets,. Jasmine soa'p, wood
still at the bottom of the fraternchimes. The Bo Tree, 2218 Central SE.
ity but with renewed spirit.
'\
CAR RADIO SERVICING ALSO
GE ·~swinger.. "Partable tilpe Teeordem, A cThe
enthusiasm
and
spirit
of
DC Battczy. Used, minor repairs needed.

ART

Omega Psi Phi

Black Students Expelled
From Oshkosh University
OSHKOSH, Wis. (CPS)-Wisconsin State University at Oshkosh has tentatively expelled 91
black students who were involved
in a major disturbance last week,
and began its Thanksgiving vacation six days early.
About 100 persons were arrested Thursday (Nov. 21) on the
campus, and the university's administration building was damaged.
The disturbance started after
University President Roger
Guiles refused to accept a list of
demands from the black students,
who number 111 out of a total
enrollment of about 11,000.
The demands were for more
courses in b1ack culture, history
and language. The students also
demanded a fund "to secure black
speakers, purchase black literature and aid the financing of the
Afro-American Center.''
The decision to expel was

Some years ago there was a man
whose business was tanning hides.
One day he decided that if one
could take an old, stiff, ugly, bigpored hide and turn it into a beautiful1 small-pored soft piece of
leather .like a glove- then, somehow the same miracle could be
wrought with human skin- particularly since there were living cells
with which to work.
He experimented with his own
skin, using in a modified form the
things used in tanning hides. At 73
he had smooth, unblemished skin
like that of a much younger man.
From this original discovery
evolved MARY KAY COSMETICS.
You, too, can enjoy this beauty
secret. Let me show you that "No
Woman Need Ever look 401"
Call to arrange a fascinating and
complimentary facial With instruotions in correct beauty procedures.
Goldialu Stone 296-5823
,
Your Mary Kay Beauty Consultant.

1Jf#, th. e .
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Capt. Kenneth Brown, professor
of naval science, said yesterday he
feels he has done no injustice to
any individual and seeks faculty
support for his action.
For nearly two hours, Brown
. was questioned by members of the
Academic Freedom and Tenure
committee regarding his actions
during the Navy ROTC demonstrations Oct. 22.
Regarding his investigations,
Brown said, "I didn't conduct any
investigations. I did make inquiries be.cause I wanted to protect my
people and property."
He said he had made inquiries
only about Allen Cooper through
"outside agencies."
Not Under Orders
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Brown added he was not under
orders by the U.S. Navy to "investigate these people."
Brown also discussed the threat
of the demonstrations to the Navy
ROTC program. "The level of harrassment at UNM is 'X' times
what it was last year. The level of
violence across the country is
building," he said. "I'm thinking
of the protection of life, limb, and
property. Although there have
been no bomb threats on the Navy
ROTC building or arson, this does
not mean this is the end of it."
Brown said he works with the
campus police and looks to them

for protection. Brown said he was the ground."
worried during the demonstration
Brown emphasized he does not
because "we had a very limited se- intend to "stand idly by and watch
curity force. If that. number of personnel and property threatenstudents had wanted VIOlence, they ed."
could have pounded the police into
A report was made to Washing- ·"··-~-.-~• ~,.
' -q- c- · • ·
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rents tuxedos
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10/COAT & TROUSERS $6.50
biAL 247-4347

Lobo Photo by Tony Louderbough

Capt. Brown answers questions put to him by the
Academic and Freedom Tenure committee in a meeting last night concerning inquiries he made about a
suspended student, Allen Cooper.

UNM Young Republicans
have joined a group of students who are collecting signatures in support of the action of the Students Standards
concerning the suspension of
Allan Cooper, Larry Russell,
and Mannie Wright.
"We are not condemning the
students," said John Gillis, a
spokesman for the Young Republicans. He stressed that
the primary purpose of the
group is to support due process .
About 100 students are now
collecting signatures, Glillis
said.
Anyone interested in
signing one of the petitions
should go to any of the doors
to the Union, where individuals collecting signatures are
stationed throughout the day.

$39.95
10%

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers
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Johnny's TV & Stereo
Service

623 Amherst N.E.

Ph. 255-9774

Pittard. Hiller
To End Action
On Senate Bill
.

--

By WAYNE CIDDIO
Managing Editor
Two student senators will drop
action on a bill they sponsored in
Student Senate Wednesday night
which proposed contracting with
private booking agency for future
Associated Students popular entrtainment bookings,
Senator Lee Pittard, who sponsored the bill jointly with Senato1·
George Hiller, said the bill would
be allowed to die in committe because he and Hiller had found
some of the wording and content
of the contract undesirable. ·
Pittard said he had been ill and
had not been able to read the bill
in its totality before its introduction to Senate.
The bill was drafted, Pittard
said, in order to free a $20,000
Popular Entertainment Committee "backup fund" for redistribution into the student government
reserve fund.
The backup fund was appropriated to the Popular Entertainment Committee for use in any
emergency financial problems that
might have arisen.
Hiller said the bill was drafted

No. 57
Senator Leonard DeLayo, who
because, "student government is
pretty pained for money right voiced opposition to the bil1 Wednow and Pittard and I thought the nesday night, said the Popu!:.:~;.
$20,000 could be better used if it Entertainment Committee had
was placed in the reserve fund." made an estimated $6000 profit
Hiller explained that the reg- since it assumed promotional duular student government reserve ties for entertainment bookings.
Delayo said Western Collegiate
fund was now under $2000.
The bill proposed that all on Productions had offered to manand off campus publicity, ticket age the booking for the Sergio
sales, and other promotional ar- Mendes concert on a 90-10 basis,
rangements be managed by Enter· but by dealing directly with Mentainment Consultants, Inc. with des' agent, the committee had
that agency receiving 90 per cent -been able to obtain a 60-40 arof the profit after expenses and rangement.
The committee negotiated dithe Associated Students receiving
10 per cent of the profit after ex- rectly with Simon and Garfunkel's
agents and had gotten an 80-20
penses.
Popular entertainment bookings arrangement with the maximum
were managed by We~tern Colle- student ticket price set at $4.
Delayo also said hat the redisgiate Productions last year on a
tribution
of the $20,000 backup
similar 90-10 basis, but promotion
fund
into
the
reserve fund would
was turned over to the Associated
Students after a conflict of inter- be unconstitutional since Article
VIII, Sec. 2 Paragraph A of the
est controversy arose last year.
The controversy arose when it ASUNM Constitution says:
"The amount of the student acwas learned that former Union
Activities Director Ken Gattas tivity fee and its distribution shall
was an employee of Western Col- be determined by the vote of a
legiate Productions. Hiller said majority of the students on that
that Gattas is now an employee of item in a regular election of the
Associated Students.''
Entertainment Consultants, Inc.

Faculty Asks l-leady,
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•Exercise Clemency'

...

IF YOU are waiting for tomorrow, lt'a too
late I Thunderbird deadline today. • • •
SUBMIT I Rm. 158, .TournaUam Bldg.

know that

.
'.

Capt. Kenneth Brown

armed camp," he said. "I feel I
should respond before the fact but
I have not done this to the degree
I want to or have been trained to
do," Brown said.
He added, "I still feel I didn't
do anything wrong.''
there were any federal agents at
the demonstration.

U. Republicans
Collect Names

'

' ~

xxxxxx
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ton prior to the holiday, Brown
said, about his meeting with the
faculty committee.
Brown said that he did not think
"There are a number of things
I could do if I wanted to build an

•

Jan. 1.
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$25. ach. Call 277-2601 or see in Room
1134, Mesa Vista HaD.
ZENITH PORTAliLE STEREO. Like new.
Two speaker unitn each containing 8 in.
& 4 jn, spealter. Best offer. Call 268-8371
or 2<17-8705.
63 Volkswagen Sedan. Sunroof, radio. $750.
cash. Contact: Vermont, Box 4.77, PlaeitBll, New Mex. 87043,
STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM, includes
amplifier, toner, ,j;urntable & speakers:
$200. Also for ealc, electric portahle
typewriter (Smith Corona 110) $130. Call
277-445L
CORVAIR OWNERS
Spoke wheel hubcaps (four) for 13' wheels- Half price,
like new. Call 242-6725 after 5 p.m.
HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER WANTED by the week.
Mllllt have own trat~~~portatlon. Interested
Pl!n!DU! 11lease contact Mrs. Angel at
2323 Katheyn SE Allt. 4.26, Bldg. 28.
SERVICES
TYPING- TERM PAPERS. theses, ere.
268-8908. 505-A Kentucky SE.
MIMEOGRAPHING-all kinds - reporfa..
progrmru, - letters - CHRISTMAS LETTERS - notices o! meetings • lessons.
Prompt-<!fficient-reasonn.ble. Call 256'1373.
TYPING done in m;v home. Special ex·
pcrience with Edentific papers. CI03e to
~ 265-4990.
PERSONALS
CHRISSIE G. a UNM Englah maior i:3 in
love-and will soon be engaged to a boy
named Michael.
SAVINGS IH!fore student rates Increase
give girt snb!criptions to NEWSWEEK
& PLAYBOY. Other magazines availlablc
(including Esquire, Time & Atlas) at
•tudent rates. American Bank or Com·
mcrce in SUB for detmlo.
CHRISTMAS BRAND NAME Men's toiletries (Old Spice, .Jade, etc.) wholesale
prices• .Mnke your quick money on a ]egal
chain letter. Find out at 213 Come!! SE.
STUDENTS help your fcTiow students ignore the magazine ad in the student
director;v. Magazines at student rates
available at S.U.B. branch of American
Bank o! Commerce. Take note tbat some
rates. are going nP - PLAYBOY &
NEWSWEEK will be 25 per cent higher

Brown Seeks Faculty S upport

\

The family said "Better call Dad.
Old Mother MacBeth has it bad.
She's wringing her mitts
Crying 'Out! Out of Schlitz!'
No wonder the old girl is mad:'

,

.!

Lobo Photo by Tony Loudcrbough

President Ferrel Heady

UNM President Ferrel Heady 011ens last night's
university faculty meeting. The faculty voted 119-61
to urge clemency for three students appealing their
suspensions from UNM.

Faculty members yesterday in such ways as are most likely
voted 119 - 61 to "urge Presi- to p1•eserve both the fine tradident Ferrel Heady to exercise tions of UNM for rational a:ntl 1
clemency in his consideration of free discourse, and compassionthe appeals of students Cooper, ate concern for all.
Russell, and Wright!'
"We insist that all students
Following a voice vote, the fol- shall be able to pursue their education without harassment or inlowing resolution was passed:
"whereas oul' elected repl'esenta- terruption and that all faculty
tives on the Student Standards shall be able to pursue their
Committee have conducted them- teaching, research, and service
selves with dedication, patience, functions also \vithout undesircompassion, and courage, and, able interference.
whereas, Ferrel Heady, has in his
"I:f any part of the total proshort term as our president al- gram at UNM is to be questioned
ready evidenced in all his efforts by any individual or group; it
openness, integrity, fainress cour- shall be done within already
age, good sense, and compassion. established procedures and pro"Now therefore, we urge all cesses, and such questioning shall
persons at the university-facul- be ·based upon rational and free
ty, staff, students-and all alumni discourse with full respect for
and friends-to act henceforth the rights of others.''

..

